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Bedroom Bedbug Control Method
The cheapest and most effective bed bug treatment

1. Treatment Tool

Pestman bed bug killer powder

Medicinal talcum powder (If you don't have talcum powder, use bedbug powder instead)

Brush

2. Treatment steps

1)Clean the bed sheets, pillowcases and quilts.
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2)We need to spary the bed bug powder into some areas which usually breed and hide bed bugs.

-Remove the mattress, treat the joint between bed board and bed stead with pestman bed bug powder. Spray the
powder evenly into these gaps.

-Treat the edges of mattress. The bed bug like to hide in these areas. Spray the powder evenly.
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3)We need to brush the medicinal talcum powder on some areas where bed bugs usually lay eggs.

-Treat the gaps in the middle of the bed board with medicinal talcum powder to kill newly hatched bed bug eggs.

-Spary the pestman bed bug powder to form a closed loop powder area to stop bed bugs from climbing on the
mattress.

-Treat the bedside table, the fissures on the wall, the gap in the wardrobe and skirting lines around the bed with
medicinal talcum powder. In general, all the holes and gaps around the bed are potential bed bug spawning sites
that need to be treated with medicinal talcum powder.
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-Bedbugs also lay their eggs at the foot of the bed in contact with the ground, or climb into bed from the foot of the
bed, so this area needs to be treated with medicinal talcum powder as well.

3. Attention

1)Do not sweep off the powder, and there will be no bed bugs within one year. pestman bed bug powder does not
irritate human skin, nor does it have any odor.

2)Bed bugs stay at within 1.5m around the bed, and 95% bed bugs stay in bed.

3)Keep it at where kids and pets cannot reach.

4)If you do not have medicinal talcum powder, you could just use pestman bed bug powder in all areas mention
above.


